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Abstract 

A procedure for. the extraction of extrinsic ele- 
ments of dual-gate MESFET (DGMESFET) is de- 
scribed in this paper. It is the first time to accurately 
extract the extrinsic elements of series resistance by 
considering the distributed channel resistance under 
the regions of two gates with the use of “end resistance 
measurement” method. The extrinsic elements of ca- 
pacitance and inductance are extracted by three-port 
Y-matrix and Z-matrix calculation from cold measure- 
ments. The developed procedure is useful for the char- 
acterization of DGMESFET. 

Introduction 

To design a microwave circuit using DGMESFET, 
an equivalent circuit at operational bias condition is re- 
quired. The small-sigma1 models [1]-[3] and large-signal 
model [4] have been proposed by many authors. In 
those papers, the equivalent circuit of DGMESFET is 
basically composed by cascoding two single gate MES- 
FETs (SGMESFET) embedded by extrinsic parasitic 
elements. Fig. 1 shows a typical small-signal equivalent 
circuit of a coplanar DGMESFET. Since the connec- 
tion between two intrinsic FETs can not be directly 
measured from probes, it is not easy to find the an- 
alytical formula to extract the intrinsic and extrinsic 
elements as in the SGMESFET case [5].  In this paper, 
we will describe the developed extraction procedure 
for the extrinsic elements of DGMESFET. 

For a DGMESFEST, the values of extrinsic series 

[1],[6] or derived by (empirical formula with the dis- 
tributed channel resistance under the regions of two 

resistance can be estimated from physical modeling 
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Fig.1 A small-signal equivalent circuit of DGMESFET 

gates to be neglected [2],[3]. In this paper, a circuit 
model of cold DGMESFET is proposed to consider 
the distributed channel resistance. The precise val- 
ues of extrinsic series resistance can then be extracted 
by using the “end resistance measurement” method 
[7]. The extrinsic elements of capacitance and induc- 
tance are extracted using three-port Y-parameter and 
Z-parameter calculation from the cold measuriements 
with DGMESFET at forward bias and reverse bias ac- 
cordingly. 

Series Extrinsic Resistance 
Extract ion 

The schematic diagram to describe the DC behav- 
ior of a cold DGMESFET under forward bias is shown 
in Fig.2. Five independent equations with seven un- 
knowns can be acquired from the “end resistance mea- 
surement” method as follows 
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of a DGMESFET for “end resistance 
measurement” method. R,1, Rg2, R,  and R d  are gatel , gate2 , 
source, and drain resistances. R,1, R,2 are the distributed chan- 
nel resitance under the regions of gatel and gate, respectively. 
R12 is the bulk resitance between gatel and gate2. 

(5) 

Equation 1 shows a straight line for Vgls - Ig l ,  
characteristics with nlVT as the slope and Rgl + % + 
R, as the intercept point. Therefore from a set of 
measurements of current Ig ls  and voltage Vgl, with 
floating drain terminal, the mean values of e can 
be calculated to solve nlVT and Rgl + + R, by a 
least square error method. By using the same process, 
(1)-(4) become the following three-port Z-parameter 
expression 

and (5) can be rewritten as 

Two additional equations for solving seven extrin- 
sic elements of series resistance can be selected from 
the following approaches 

1 the relation of Rcl and Rc2, Rcl = mRc2 provided 
the gate1 and gate2 channel length ratio m is 
known. 

2 the value of R, + R12 +! Rc2 + Rd obtained from 
Hower and Bechte method [8] by floating gate2 
terminal. 

3 the values of Rgl and Rg2 acquired from dummy 
pad resistance measurement. 

4 the values of R, and Rd of SGMESFET [5] pro- 
vided the same device structure and processing in 
DGMESFET for source and drain terminals. 

Extrinsic Capacitance Extraction 

Figure 3 shows the equivalent circuit of a cold 
coplanar DGMESFET in which FETl is reverse biased 
in pinched-off region and FET2 is forward biased in 
linear region. The imaginary part of the three-port Y- 
parameter, with frequency below a few gigaherhz, can 
be written as 

Extrinsic Inductance Extraction 

Figure 4 shows the equivalent circuit of a copla- 
nar cold DGMESFET with FETl and FET2 both 
at forward bias. The real part of the three-port Z- 
parameter, with frequency below a few gigahertz, can 
be written as 
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Fig. 3 An equivalent circuit of coplanar cold DGMESFET with 
FETl reverse biased and1 FET2 forward biased. 

port1 
Gi- 

Fig. 4 An equivalent circuit of coplanar cold DGMESFET with 
FETl and FET2 forwardl biased. 

One can then solve tlne values of extrinsic inductance 
Lg1 , L g 2 )  La and Ld. 

Measurement Results 

A coplanar DGMESFET with L g l ,  Lg2 = 1pm 
and Wgl, Wg2 = 4 x 75pm fabricated by HEXAWAVE 
Co., is measured to extract the extrinsic elements. The 
three-port scattering matrix of DGMESFET is mea- 
sured on wafer using am automated three-port network 
analyzer with associated calibration method developed 
in our laboratory. Figure 5 shows the measured re- 

drain terminal or source terminal, respectively. The 
three-port Y-parameter at biases Vgls < Vth, Ig2 = 

sults of * % aIlgzs and with floating AIgis ’ AIgid ’ AIgas A I g z d  
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&“gad Fig. 5 Measured results of * 
at forward bias with floating drain terminal or source terminal, 

* 
AIgis ’ A I q l d  ’ A I g 2 s  ’ and 

respectively. 

0.2mA and v d s  = OV are calculated from the on- 
wafer measurement of S-parameter. The results of 
Im(Yll), Im(Y22), Im(Y21) and Im(Y33) are shown in 
Fig. 6. Values of cpgl, Cpga, C p d  and c b  cabculated 
from (11)-(15) are shown in Fig.7, and values of extrin- 
sic inductance L,  and Ld are shown in Fig. 8. ‘Table 1 
summaries the extraction results of extrinsic elements 
of DGMESFET and the associated bias conditions. 
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Fig. 6 Measured results of the imaginary part of thre’e-ort Y- 
parameter, v& = OV,v,l, = Vth, and Igz9 = 0.2mA. 
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7 Measured results of extrinsic elements of capacitance. 
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Fig. 8 Measured results of extrinsic elements of inductance. 
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